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                      1. Introduction 
    It is now a well-known and several times analysed historical fact
, that 
a so called communist ideological and economic world -system perished in 
1989-90. This decay, as a matter of course , has proved to be partial, why the 
military power of successor states of the Soviet remained at a reduced rate 
though. 
   This collapse is simply put in Hungary as a change of regime
, with 
some of its important elements to determine basically formation of th
e way 
of life in this region of the world . One of the mentioned elements is obvi-
ous: — unique perchance throughout the world-history — this revolution has 
taken place peacefully, without bloodshed . Other elements of the changes 
however are of revolutionary scale . 
   Concentrating on Hungary (the country to have been the catalyzer of 
the process, as well as initiator in fact , e.g.: in opening the gates wide apart 
towards the western world) the following events have taken place: (a) con -
version from a communist-totalitarian political system into a parliamentary 
democracy; (b) conversion from a planned economy into a market economy . 
   These processes have been launched as a consequence of the activity 
of a democratically elected government , but as it turned out to be, human 
attitudes, ways of thinking , etc., are heavy to put them into commotion and 
clumsy to accommodate. Troubles as for scale of values have arisen: previ -
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ous standards have proved to be unable to orientate how to behave in these 
new situations: the question arose whether to support or confront the de-
spised and at the same time feared successors of the police: who is making 
a criminal, and who is an artful dodger making a good use of advantages in 
the new situation: underworld commencing to organize itself may turn to 
any good account, etc.? This phenomenon can be defined as anomie ac-
cording to sociology-criminolgy. Obviously the operation of the police is 
directly influenced by conditions of public opinion feeling combination that 
is due to work.
   Also the following facts of course give an explanation to the situation 
in Hungary now (analysis of which surely can not be an item on the agenda 
of our conference, nevertheless I am obliged to digress on these thoughts as 
well): the change, even with regard to effects on events of world-history, 
has been extraordinarily rapid and in effect lacked precedents. 
   Similar phenomena have come about yet all over the world (economic 
crisis, cabinet crisis,moral panic, fear from crime out of control, dread of 
decay in traditions of the nation, etc.), however all these have turned out to 
exist in a formed out democratic worlds rules of the game and came along 
with experiences how to "handle" them. In Hungary a real change has come 
about and is being carried out with 5-6 years period at our disposal alto-
gether. The European Community claims, moreover stipulates, political and 
economic changes be adjusted to European norms immediately to under-
take them as well as to enhance them attached to European standard level. 
(May I remark again: western European countries have had their minimum 
100 years to achieve these all!) 
    Think it over, full privatization in Hungary is to be completed merely 
in 6 years, whilst in some of the western European countries one larger firm 
has the allocated longer period of time to privatize. Perhaps I need not run 
into details, how much this speedy privatization yields facilities for eco-
nomic abuse, corruptions, and how tense a mood this creates among losers 
and winners, as well as it gives instincts to organized crime to appear and 
become international, etc.
   The speed and unexpected of this transformation naturally had an im-
mediate effect on operation of institutions dealing with crime pursuit like 
the police, legislature, as well as jurisdiction. (Members of the police were 
unprepared to the challenge, their level of technics poor, proper acts of law
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have not been passed in due course , enforcement of theirs worked irregu-
larly, etc.) Population of the country as well as members of the establish -
ment were uniformed in person , unprepared, unsafe, etc.
      Facts Have Formed Follows: 
    Deviances (suicide, alcoholism , drug-taking, passions for other 
 deviances) as well as laying the stress on cases of crime spiralling 
upward 
 according to statistics: 
    Remarkable rise on scale began: (The area of the country is 93
,000 
square kilometre and its population 10.2 million) Analyzing the number of 
crime acts per capita of 0 .1 million, in Hungary there are crime cases half of 
that of West European average annually . The crime statistics show , that 502 
thousand crime actions were registered in 1995 , that is to say,  411 thou-
sand cases fall on 100 thousand people . This figure was 103 thousand (cases) 
twenty years ago, and it had doubled for fifteen years
, and by the time of 
early 1990 the figure was more than 200 thousand crime cases . 
    The composition of crime cases have changed unfavourably
, but the 
growning rate of violent crimes didn't follow the rate of global crime cases . Th
e most striking is the pushing forward of crimes committed against as -
sets. Nowadays 80 percent of the crime actions belong to it
, while this fig-
ure was under 60 percent 30 years ago . The proportion of violent crime 
actions is 6 percent, and it is so favourable only in some European coun -
tries. 
   In the past few years the police have called 120 thousand criminals to 
account annually. It is the double of what it was 20-30 years ago . The figure 
of people being kept in prison per capita of 0 .1 million is now 132, it is rater h
igh comparing with West European countries , however (it is) much better 
than the proper figures of East Europe . Perhaps suicide is an exception , of 
which one can gather information that Hungary heads the world over stati
s-
tics as always and according to certain researchers this feature of the Hun -
garian culture is deeply rooted. New kinds of criminal offences have oc-
curred (e.g.: tax fraud , organized crime, kidnapping, etc.), of which the 
Hungarian population have heard as a rumour . Mass media carry several 
deviant behaviours, of which the Hungarian spectator has informed as those 
to occur in the so called capitalism and these phenomena our society is 
devoid of. Although reality and that suggested by mass communication are 
not in accordance with each other as a rule , yet the Hungarian population 
have realized suddenly with dismay , that these phenomena an ideas exist.
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     What Kinds of Phenomena These Are: 
   Prostitution, smuggling firearms, drug-eating and trafficking, car-theft, 
porno motion picture industry, child-prostitution, counter-feiting, tax eva-
sion, customs and foreign currency felony, corruption, policy interwoven 
with financial crime, sex-tourism, robbery, blackmail, protection-tax, forced 
collection of a debt, computer-fraud, taking deteriorated foods harmful to 
public health, kidnapping, taking hostages, money laundering, bank-ruptcy, 
appearance of foreign offenders in the country, increase of war refugees, 
activity of organized underworld, Ukrainian, Checnian, Bulgarian, Chinese 
Maffias' ravages, terrorism, etc. 
   I presume these phenomena are well-known by everybody, but I must 
underline that those have been widely known by the Hungarian population 
only in the past six years. That is to say a general fear has taken shape along 
with dread, distrust, hopelessness in among the population. In this country 
exposed to drastic transformation — according to several sociologists', crimi-
nologists' opinion — self-defence reflex or the like has not started to acti-
vate itself yet, or is about to operate long after the beginning of the early 
euphoria (generated by the chance to take a change for the better and has 
come to an end alongside with the initial failure that brought about despera-
tion, depression.)
   The appearance of organized crime has proved to be the greatest prob-
lem, about which the Hungarian public have hardly heard, whereas they 
bump into it face to face, while they are hardly aware of its dangers, with a 
little amount of information about it and still they can do hardly anything 
against it. 
   The internationalization of organized crime as well as its close con-
tacts with Hungary have taken shape the population have gathered only 
little amount of knowledge. Within this public opinion-feeling atmosphere 
are, we exposed to cope with organized crime, which is undoubtedly a brand 
new, unusual, alien to the Hungarian civilization concept. The question for 
us is the following: how to gain the public sympathy over for support to 
carry out measures that are needed to fight the organized crime (e.g.: how 
far are they inclined to promote secret techniques in investigation to be 
introduced?) 
    Difficulties occur promtly, when officials, occasionally police authori-
ties simply denied the presence of the organized crime here. Sometimes 
politicians declare the existence of it as a matter of ago (old days) in
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publicism. For the newspaper readers naturally the matter remained uncer-
tain to judge. We clearly see either, that the Hungarian public regards orga-
nized crime as something absolutely alien to Hungarian mentality , in as 
many as such manifestations occur the doers may only derive from alien 
circles. We are aware of it, that people surely come across clues revealing 
underworld activities, but international dimensions and global tendencies 
are not clear in the eyes of the public. 
      2. The Survey Results of the Domestic Criminological 
        Researches Dealing with  Organized Crime 
   Recognizing the first signs of the organized crime at the end of 1980s, 
experts continued empirical researches at the Research Institute for Super-
vision of the police. Besides studying written criminological materials , re-
searchers made interviews with 400 people spending their punishment in 
prisons. Later, in 1993 the results of the first phase of the study were con-
trolled by further tests. 
   The organized crime first was observed at the middle of the 1970s: in 
case of crimes for committed against assets, and mainly in case of burglar-
ies the police realized the more and more organized acts of recidivist crimi-
nals. The targets of these acts were private flats and houses , where higher 
values of technical goods, jewelleries and cash were accumulated . At that 
time the public security was at higher level because of the contemporary 
overpowered and strong organization of police that matched the totalitarian 
state system. So the sensitivity of civilians against crime was at low level 
inside the state.They didn't take care of defending their assets , and there 
were no alarm or technical guarding systems in their flats , as well as the 
emerging indifference of local people towards one another , also at that time, 
gave an advantage to people with bad aim to act and more freely. 
   The face of organized crime showed itself through cooperation that 
became better and better: people who come out with ideas appeared , and 
also those people who commit crimes, as well as observes, and people who 
buy stolen things and take them to safe places, and those ones who send 
stolen assets abroad. The whole issue connected to the names of dangerous 
and recidivist criminals who have already been in prison. Our first and re-
ally great string of crimes was the so called set of flat and house burglaries 
committed by destroying and pulling out the cylinder lock . This system of 
housebreaking was imported from Poland. Similar circumstances can be 
observed further on taking the fields of prostitution, car stealing and rob-
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   Forming the notion of the organized crime, we agreed with standpoint 
known from international technical literature, namely that we shouldn't fol-
low the model valid for conditions in the United States and Italy, because 
those circumstances don't characterize the majority of European countries. 
American and Italian crime gangs organized on family base, however, can-
not be found in the other countries. But more and more country have to face 
this highly organized formations of crime. 
   According to the standpoint of Hungarian criminology, the organized 
crime is the specific substructure of a certain society's total crime: crime 
acts which are carried out by professional criminals — as members of crime 
grouping — with higher level on conspiration and dissect cooperation. Those 
people can be considered professional criminals who provide themselves — 
with professional crime acts engaged in, as well as by using the up to-date 
devices and methods — with materials needed to maintain their living.
   A. The Consequences of This Notion 
   (a) The part of a certain society's total crime: The organized 
crime is identical grouping stake of the global crime, its own inner structure 
and form of move. 
   (b) Grouping crime: The main issue is not the conscious carrying 
out of crime acts planned in advance, but the identical connection system of 
the crime group. The most important part of the group organization is its 
orientation towards the goals. The connection system of the crime group is 
functional firstly, and only secondly is personal. That's why the motivation 
of being a group member and being a co-worker in the group is specific, but 
so does its ritual. These factors have resulted the hierarchy inside the group, 
and this is the way how the hard core of the group to be created, as well as, 
the organization of the other other cooworkers. 
   (c) Professional crime engaged in: This for crime presumes con-
tinuity and order as steady source of income. The repetition of spontaneous 
crime, becomes stronger as aim and method, and it develops towards that 
direction, where the organized criminal appears as a businessman, later may 
emerge as a big entrepreneuer. 
   (d) Money-making crime: Crimes belong to the group of orga-
nized crime are instrumental with the aim of making profit but not intended 
acts to arrange conflicts. 
   (e) Existence - creating crime: The organized crime gives its
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members outstanding income opportunities: high level of  standard 
                                                     of living, luxury living conditions, so they themselves consider their crime
as a fortune-making profession . According to the law of profit-making , they 
make their growing fortune legal for the outside world with the help of 
different process of money-laundering , and they take part in the normal life 
of the society. (So far the social and psychological conditions of it were 
missing in the case of East-European countries .) 
   (f) Joined cooperation and strict inner and outer conspiration: 
   The suitability of a criminal for the perspective work is already a point 
of view even before he or she become a member of the group . The coopera-
tion so joined that only those, who are in direct connection , know each 
other. The sophisticated communication system is part of the continuous 
collaboration. The unconditional obedience of group members describes 
the crime actions, in case of arresting they are not able to make burdening 
statements against one another and against leaders . 
   (g) Crimes penetrating into legal enterprises and sometimes into 
the power of the State: The condition of long lasting organized crime 
gang is that the fortune obtained by them should be made legal. It can be 
done through personal or collective enterprises , but mainly though the form 
of capitalist enterprise. 
   According to the Hungarian experiences , the illegal connection of a 
crime group with the power of state , for the moment, is only occasional 
character of the organized crime, however the signs of efforts to build it up 
emerge more and more frequently .
   B. The Levels of Organized Crime 
   Starting from the notion of the organized crime , we can determine the 
possible different levels of it. During the classification of these levels, we 
take into account the degree of organized crime grouping , the extent of the 
organization in time and dimension, the cooperation , as well as, the rela-
tionship formed between the organized crime and public life of society . 
   (a) the low level of organized crime: This type of crime gang 
can be characterized with loose structure and changing members , as well 
as, with its typical horizontal connection system . It has norelationship with 
the public life and the state power. 
   (b) the medium level of it: This type of it reveals a relatively 
stable personal composition, it is the horizontal organization of small crime 
groups that are led by the hard core of some members. Here, more elements
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of the division of the business enterprises and the sphere of interests can be 
found, but their role is not significant. The members of these group covers 
their costs of living by this way. 
   (c) higher level of it: Containing a hard core of constant mem-
bers, this horizontally and vertically organized crime structure has almost a 
military hierarchy. It penetrates deeply in the business sphere, and it deals 
with harder goods and services (drugs, smuggling weapons, gambling, pros-
titution). The systematic use of violence can be observed driving its ac-
tions. 
     3. The Police Experiences around the Organized Crime 
    The occurrence of the organized crime as a phenomenon can be analysed 
first of all on the subjective side of the felony, in the circle of the offenders. 
Collection of facts for statistics concerning about it has been produced since 
the year 1988. Because of unsettled statistical wording, respectively inter-
pretation troubles connected with the use of it the fact-finding were based 
on, statistical date-base regarding organized crime is unsafe. Particulars 
furnished indicated steep unfounded scores when introduced, later under 
the influence of methodological directions as well as briefings, this value 
climbed down remarkably without otherwise any simultaneous coincident 
change to the extent of organized crime.
THE POLICE STATISTICS DATE RELATING TO 
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   On the criminal case side police officer scores the cases according to 4 
criteria, while on the doers' side they count by means of another category,
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according to Penal Code "criminal gang" wording . Thus being aware of an 
obvious link between the two blocks of figures , we are unable to seize it. 
    The 4 criteria: 
    1. Functional connections exist among members . 
    2.  Conspitration characteristic of cases or of the members . 
    3. Connection is long lasting . 
    4. Distinct division of labour typical of offences . 
    In the late eighties and the early nineties appearing homicides commit -
ted with methods dissimilar to the preceding ones mark at the same time 
occurrences and activity of organized crime . As a result of the pent up ag-
gression in society, furthermore as a concomitant feature about the appear-
ance of the organized crime and organized underworld in its wake , within 
reasonable time, we must calculate the increase of the number of manslaugh -
ter, respectively of continuance of unfavourable tendencies as for manslaugh -
ter. It can be foreseen along with the spiralling upward figures in man -
slaughter aftermath subsequent activities will follow to hide the cases e.g.: 
with the increase in number of stowed away dead bodies cut into pieces 
among them. As for the future we'll have to think of the occurrence of 
factors enhancing latency periods concerning the circle of homicides . 
    In the past years have occurred with more and more frequencies the 
type of criminal cases, where the victim himself is an integrated member of 
the homeland and of international criminal circles , his personal connec-
tions are often illegal and in general well conspired just that's why . In the 
background of these offences , one can often detect the Hungarian or inter-
national organized crime, as well as illegal drug- , car-, currency-, art trea-
sure-trafficking or kidnapping. In many cases revealing identity of the vic -
tim proves to be hard and possibile with the application of a direct , special 
methods of investigation. Taking into account material interest rooted in 
culpable connections, vengeance or pay off may almost be undeterminable 
by means of traditionally applied criminal proceedings . More and more fre-
quent occurrences of "hired assassinations" as new phenomena experienced 
in our country can also be put onto the list of criminal cases of this sort . 
   It is criminology fact today, the first remarkable organized criminal 
gang happened to be detected by the Hungarian police organs in 1977. The 
gang was composed of a clan-type gypsy family community. Principal sus-
pect Karoly Dudas and his 34 companions were accused of altogether the 
perpetration of 229 crimes against the property and with evidence given. 
   Specific features of organized crime that clearly characterizes those
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criminal  gangs  are  obvious,  —  the  first  was  wound up in 1980-81. Since 
initiated detective measures and completed investigation could not be car-
ried out consistently, measures having been taken against organized crime 
subsequently after the finish of the case mentioned above, arrangements 
themselves were rather controversial. Either the leadership of the police 
were unable to recognize the gravity of the incident or did not want to be 
aware of it. At any rate it's a fact, that measures taken in connection with 
the required amendments in the organizations, as well as working out suit-
able detective strategy and tactics to throw organized crime back have not 
taken place.
   According to Our Viewpoint Criminal Gang Can Be Regarded AS 
Follows: 
   (a) Divided into strata hierarchy gangs of national, often with ethnic or 
relative based, in which personage sub - and above connections have been 
determined in advance. Personage occupying near-the-top position demands 
uncondition obedience of the subordinate in the hierarchy. Near-the-top 
personage are not in immediate contact with those active in carrying out the 
criminal case. 
   (b) The gang, members of which are mostly "professional" criminals, 
who take their activity — the regular offence as a way of life, a source of 
subsistence. 
   (c) Those gangs, activity of which are many sidedly supported dis-
guised, are based on effective conspiration and many time application of 
the most advanced technique as well as test on masked or fictive operations 
of undertakings. 
   (d) The gang that strives for making a good use of opportunities gained 
from transnational cooperations and for building up international links 
amongs criminals. Sensitively reacts to homeland and external changes in 
politics that influence the boom, applies itself in strategy and tactics in its 
felonious activity. 
    (e) The gang that lays it basis on well organized and hardened network 
of receivers (occasionally of its own exclusive), considering crime an en-
terprise forms out possibile varieties of making their income from criminal 
activities legal ("money laundering"), or rather builds itself in legal busi-
ness-life as well. 
    (f) Those organizations that try to mask their criminal way of life by 
means of acquiring with effort positions in legal organizations, undertak-
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ings and the establishment , too. Infiltration of this sort goes chiefly against 
crime-pursuing, law enforcement and state organs responsible for econo mic 
decisions. 
   (g) Those groups which often apply methods infringing the law for the 
goal of achieving felonious aims of theirs, especially such as blackmail 
exterminating life or violence and threat referring to it respectively th at 
demand destruction of property of great worth . 
   (h) The gang that looks after its members or their relatives in case of 
exposure. They strive for making jurisdiction process a failure by means of 
threats on witnesses, by annihilation of evidence , by blackmail or bribery in 
the circle of officials in the process , by assuring effective help of the law-
yer, using up press as well as other means of communication .
    On the whole or partly criteria enlisted can be regarded as further char -
acteristic feature of the proper criminal gangs and at the same time a b
asic 
purpose of their activity is concentrating material goods having acquired in 
a felonious way. To all these are directly or indirectly linked characteristic 
(most frequent) operation fields, respectively their typical forms of com -
mitment, like: 
    (1) prostitution and its collateral crimes, (2) organizing banned gam-
bling, (3) drug abuse, drug trafficking and kidnapping
, (4) counterfeiting 
and forging stocks, (5) smuggling and receiving concealing goods at the 
customs, with special stress of consideration for firearms as well as smug -
gling harmful materials, (6) car-theft and burglary, (7) art-treasure theft , (8) bl
ackmail. 
   Network of interests within the circle of criminal gangs
, special na-
tional and ethnic relationship composes characteristic system of connec -
tions on the basis of its behaviour and traditions of offences
, which mani-
fests itself often in geographic , criminal and respective division of eco-
nomic-field" as well as in  pay-offs among criminal gangs . It's recurrent, 
that criminal gang committing ring composes separate groups even on one 
estate, which is surrounded by secondary deviant groups drawing miscella -
neous profits out of gang-activities . The latter ones ensure supply to the 
criminal gang, on the other hand these yield several various services of 
support and confidential character . 
   The most frequent outside features of partaking in criminal acts turns 
out in spectacular growth in riches , in throwing money surpassing the ex-
tent or legal income. Thus typical ones can be regarded as follows:
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   (1) strikingly rich dressing, conspicuous with in wearing jewels, (2) 
purchasing luxurious motorcars, (3) frequenting places of amusement meet-
ing the demands of luxury, spending money well above the average at a 
lavish scale, (4) partaking in gambling much over reasonable proportions, 
(5) allocation of larger deposits and of so called "suspicious capital", re-
spectively its deposit in legal or rather seemingly legal business enterprises, 
(6) partaking in journeys of higher value, (7) as well as buying worthy luxu-
rious flats and  lended property.
   In the interest of disguise of their activity enriched, near-the-top posi-
tion, prominent figures leading in the ring of the organized underworld to 
enhance their safety strive for building connections towards the cream the 
upper-class strata and try to make themselves the members of the so called 
elite. 
   Harm of the criminal gangs-underworld to the society lays first of all 
in its accumulated capital and can be expressed in dangerous crimes perpe-
trated by these criminal gangs surpassing far of its real capacity when exer-
cises injurious effect on the public. 
   Accumulated capital in the ring of organized criminals means a seri-
ous business rivalry with which tax burdened and loaded with other duties, 
diminished legal income can't manage to cope with. In these circumstances 
"dirty money" leads to the power of the so called "black" economy with 
rapid escalation and are able to replace other legal undertakings easily. This 
statement is especially valid when income deriving from organized crime 
aims at single segments of economic life in a concentration, in these cases 
however dubious capital in capable to seize certain economic activities partly 
or almost on the whole. In our country we also have such a pattern. Other 
effects have been made by organized crime infiltration into the economy 
delivered criminal morals and misbehaviour into the economy and manage-
ment connections. As a result of this all occassionally uninhibited business 
attitude has taken shape and led to adulteration of products, application of 
marked labels consequently to the defraud of the customers in various way. 
As for rivalry, violence has appeared in this field. 
    Loser party because of organized crime happens to be not only the 
injured or the person has suffered immediately -- the personality or goods of 
whom have been caused damage to. The quantity, seriousness, dimensions 
of damage caused by crimes committed by those having partaken in them, 
as well as their business feature defrauds the whole of the society and causes
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loss by pulling down the quality of living standards at a significant tale . 
Many times crime appears unnoticed in our life yet , it often happens its 
aftermath are considered as a result of different social phenomena . In Hun-
gary insurance companies have struggled for decades for the rise of dues , 
when the underworld settled the dispute by means of burglaries , car-crimes 
made in an organized way . 
    May we refer to the great need for security techniques and for safety 
services or for the demand to adjust criminal and property law in legal pro -
ceedings. As unfolded in this treatise , world symptoms appearing in several 
fields eventually set the governing organs of the state before security di-
lemma, respectively problem of the right ratio between security and sover -
eignty has been thrown onto the surface with regard to the cooperation among 
states. 
    Taking all this into consideration , present situation and future forma-
tion of the organized crime may become decisive factor in the state of crimi -
nal situation in our country as well as may prove to be one of the hardest 
reason for our social problems. Successful struggle against it may become a 
really important factor for the preservation of social peace . 
            4. Manifestation Forms and Scopes of 
             Organized Crime Hungary in These Days 
   Generally we can say that the elements of organized crime definitely 
are present in the personal connection system (people who order the crime 
acts, those who commit the actions and those who help with , and people 
who make the money-laundering , as well as, those who take part in de-
fence) and these elements can cooperate for quite a long time . Besides the 
more structured collaboration, we can still observe the purposeful selection 
of people to be injured, the use of up-to-date technical instruments and thor-
ough exploitation of modem infrastructure .
   A. Crime Against Fortune and Assets 
   New phenomenon is the fraud is which connected with credits pro -
vided with goods or products . Criminals commit it with false entreprenuerial 
license taking over big amount of products in the name of not existing com -
panies. The other large area is car-stealing: around to thousand cars have 
been stolen and taken away abroad with false papers or have been sold 
inland also with false paper.
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  B. Violent Crime Against Individuals 
   In the past few years the cases of kidnapping have increased especially 
those ones where money was demanded from relatives. Brutality and un-
hindered acts draw character of committing defensive blackmails. Connect-
ing to it, blowing up hand-grenades on inhabited areas has become almost 
usual in 1996. Recovering debts practically developed into a branch of in-
dustry and it is connecting to the organized loan transactions running with 
unlawful and high interest.
  C. The Organization of Prostitution 
   The situtation that the prostitution can be found in elite hotels and 
night bars gradually took shape, in these days, however, the massage salons 
and apartments operated as legal enterprises serve rather as spots for prosti-
tution. This phenomenon became usual because the criminals of prostitu-
tion fear of police actions. A bigger part of cooworking prostitutes are for-
eign girls come from countries east of Hungary, but significant number of 
Hungarian girls are also working abroad as prostitutes. This type of crime is 
based on violence which is, at the same time, escorting phenomenon.
  D. The Organization of Drug-Trading 
   The crime groups organized at different levels also have appeared re-
garding this kind of crime. We attribute outstanding importance to the so 
called "resting warehouse" where the drugs are relaxed so as the criminals 
put to sleep the attention of authority on the east-west transit route. 
           5. Causal Questions of Organized Crime 
   The most important condition of it in Hungary is the range of enter-
prises which are the essence of market economy. However the spreading 
enterprises wouldn't be enough to answer these questions. Additional sig-
nificant factor is the huge abyss between the big masses of poor people and 
rich citizens constitute a narrow stratum in the society. In this situation is 
happened the fast privatisation. Besides it the market economy has also its 
lawful rules which are attempted by all means to be violated by the impov-
erished and overrated people. If there is a legal prohibition affecting certain 
product or service, then: 
   (1) the illegal satisfaction of demands come from society needs 
conspiration and organization which results a specific criminal structure, 
    (2) the backwardness of criminal investigation and its inadequacies
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brings about the superiority of criminal organizations and it forms th
e con-di
tional of long-listing operation of crime , 
    (3) as a result of social contradictions mentioned above the communal 
mind become deformed , so the society will appreciate the lawfulness of this 
criminal money making . 
        6. The Tasks of Fight against Organized Crime 
   There is a need for a new aspect in the field of criminal investig
ation 
and for a new interpretation of the criminal law
, as well as, there is a need 
for new criminal pack drill , and finally we have to work out a proper and 
unified strategy in the domain of criminal investigation and prev
ention of 
crime. 
   The essence of new approach is that we shouldn't have to follow that 
crime investigation policy which is oriented of the crime acti
on and which 
is outdated in the aspect of our theme . But, we must take aim at the identical 
personal connection systems of organized crime . We have to put the main 
stress on the clearing up of personal connections .
    The Possible and Needdful Directions of Changes 
    We have to extend the criminal responsibility to the process of turning 
into a member of a criminal grouping . At the same time, any criminal ac-
tion committed by a member of crime organization should be j
udged more 
seriously. We have to put in requisition more effectively the asset
s looted b
y the organized criminal groups, that's why we have to react better against 
the money-loundering operations . 
    We must create opportunity that , if a member of criminal organization 
is cooperating with the authorities , he should as well receive impunity , which 
would be stimulus for him . (The Hungarian Police Law , the XXXIVth law 
accepted in 1994 has already given the opportunity to use it . We have intro-
duced the criminal lawful state of affairs of the money -laundering for two 
years. However, both of them are still irksome in practice .) Presently, the 
process and the means of defending witnesses are in the cross-fire of our 
debates. 
   We have to use more effectively the collection of means concernin
g the investigation secret police actions . We have to be brave applying the 
cover ventures and cover inspector . Since, without them, we are not able to 
get into the qualified criminal organizations. 
   The direct international cooperation is necessary taking not only th
e
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 clearing  up  activities  but  also  the  preventive  works against crime. Nowa-
days Hungary has bilateral agreements with about twenty countries in order 
to take actions against organized crime jointly. Subsequent reactions of police 
against organized crime don't provide significant results, so the global sys-
tem of information exchange should be called into existence. 
                 7. What Can Be Done? 
   We may accept the concept that lays the stress on prevention, that is to 
say, let us initiate programmes that belong to mentalhygienic theme (e.g.: 
programme to throw back drug-taking: programme media free from vio-
lence programme to reshape lifestrategies of potential criminals, education 
programme for spending a creataive-positive leisure-time, etc.) 
    We launch enlightenment actions based on media first of all, which 
direct public attention onto the appearance of organized crime, as well as 
onto its nature, etc. All this information should be spread according to real-
ity, not letting special interests of mass-communication prevail with their 
means and techniques. For the sake of this we initiate meetings, talks with 
journalists, TV-programmes editorial staff having the intention of calling 
their attention on for responsibility! As for the attention of the public should 
it be called not only on facts, but be their responsibility arisen underlying 
that all these harmful phenomena lay the responsibility on each person, 
solution may not come merely from others: none the less activity is ex-
pected from communities, in the need of all these any establishment or po-
 lice are ineffective! Accordingly our goal is to mobilize spontaneous ac-
 tions of the people. We'll have to achieve, the Hungarian society should 
 undertake the task to do away with problem of organized crime, which is 
 not to be regarded as a fate, however masses have to responsibility for its 
 existence as well as the possibility to cope with it. 
    Along with the entangled handing of the problem the claim arises to 
 utilize results of science and research necessarily. We wish to meet the de-
 mands, our poor material resources however lay limits in the way. Undoubt-
 edly we are in great need of international support, since the problem is in-
 ternational itself. We clearly see, when we wish to mobilize the Hungarian 
 society against organized crime, we'll have to lay the stress on utilizing 
 positive traditions deeply rooted in the Hungarian crime. Cooperation, gain-
 ing over the public without its acceptance and making goals understood 
 state and internationally well-regulated struggle against organized crime 
 can not be effective.
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    For that matter we launched series of researches of criminal 
psychol-og
y and criminaltechnique in National Institute of Criminology to get to 
 know the Hungarian 
    common sense as well as what sort of pent up energies can be let out 
when face to face with unknown manifestations of organized 
crime. With-
out participation of the population no fight against crime can be 
effective, 
why for instance the neccesary changes in codification won't be operative 
in a non-cooperative social medium .  It's a must for the taxpayer citizen to 
accept law enforcement authorities of special status and authorit
y. Informa-ti
on an ideas of the common people are indispensable . 
    By all means for this purpose setting up new public authorities
, work-i
ng out laws and public relation techniques will be required . 
    Why Have We Come to Participate in This Conference? 
    Exchanging information , collecting experiences that we regard as our 
primary purpose: We pay special attention to every notice with regard to 
new, unkonwn marks closely connected with organized crim
e. We have 
experienced every new phenomena unknown to Hungarians in this field 
appears at an extraordinary speed in our country . We'd like to gain some 
time to be prepared and got ready to tackle and prevent them in the lucky 
case. This is what the fashion is. Today they pose on the TV-screen in it the 
following day sees us wearing it . 
   We do apologize for not only having dealt with police and jurisdi ction 
aspects of organized crime merely . The problem matter we have dwelt on is 
inseparable as we see and we feel so significant it is in our count ry, in the 
world of metamorphoses . It can be easily forecast that our fight won't hold 
out promises of rapid and spectacular success . Yet we have no choice , but t
o act.
(Budapest, November 1996)
